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European stock exchanges are stepping in to support their smaller companies, as concerns 

mount that tough new markets rules will result in a dearth of research coverage normally 

supplied by brokers.

A number of Europe’s largest exchanges, including Euronext and Deutsche Börse, are 

exploring ways to ensure smaller companies make themselves — and information about 

themselves — more readily available to investors.

The move comes as worries intensify over the potential fallout from a new requirement, 

part of Europe’s sprawling Mifid II legislation, for asset managers to pay for investment 

research separately from executing trades with banks and brokers. 

The rules have sowed predictions that spending on analyst research will be slashed, 

forcing brokers to cut their corporate services for less popular and thinly traded small and 

mid-cap companies. Brokers typically produce expert research on companies — but also 

help to arrange meetings and roadshows for their clients with investors.
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But less research under the changes, which came into force earlier this year, could knock 

liquidity, increase volatility or even cause trading to dry up in some smaller stocks, experts 

warn. 

“The risk is that capacity comes out of the industry, and some of that capacity comes out of 

small and mid-cap coverage — where smaller companies need to be brokered and sold 

more than larger companies,” says Marcus Stuttard, head of London Stock Exchange’s 

junior market, Aim. 

The impact of the changes is already starting to be felt. A survey published this month by 

Greenwich Associates found that European fund managers had cut their 2018 equities 

research budgets by 20 per cent compared with the previous year, shrinking the overall 

annual equities research budget by an estimated $300m. 

To combat this — and concern that small companies could retreat to private fundraising — 

European stock exchanges are ramping up their efforts to help companies interact with 

investors. 
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Paris-based Euronext publishes research for free for 430 of its smaller companies through 

a partnership with independent provider Morningstar, but says it was looking at ways to 

evolve that offer. 

“If you want to boost or maintain the liquidity for small and mid-cap companies, you have 

to look at the equity research space,” says Eric Forest, the head of listings in France. 

Euronext will also “give more attention” to the so-called corporate access business, he 

adds. “For small and mid-cap companies it is crucial for them to be able to have meetings 

and contacts with investors ... With Mifid II, there will be paying models in terms of 

research and corporate access.”

Similarly, Nasdaq’s European division is “in active dialogue with market participants to 

support and encourage various initiatives to increase visibility and coverage of SMEs,” 

says Adam Kostyál, senior vice-president and head of European listings at the exchange. 

Deutsche Börse says Mifid II was “a big reason” behind its decision to launch a new small 

company index in March last year. Replacing an earlier index, companies on the “Scale” 

market automatically get research from Morningstar and Edison written on them, a cost 

incorporated into the €20,000 euro listing fee. 

Companies with no research coverage at all tend to underperform their peers — by 4.2 per 

cent on average, according to research by Jefferies.

But not all exchanges are intervening. Mr Stuttard of London’s Aim market says he was 

confident that similar measures were not needed on his exchange, citing the capital’s well-

developed network of small-cap brokers and advisers. 

“I think the Aim market will continue to naturally evolve,” he says. “If it was a fledgling 

marketplace, I would be more concerned ... Most other SME focused markets are less 

mature and not as well established.” 

Still, the new rules have begun to hurt those City stockbrokers. In December, London-

based WH Ireland said “higher than expected costs” related to Mifid II had knocked 

profitability in 2017, while Arden Partners this month suggested it was open to merging

with a rival, citing Mifid as a main challenge in the year ahead. 

Some are urging companies themselves to fill in the gaps as the research marketplace 

shakes up. 

“The market needs to stay creative to help companies get access, while companies 

themselves will need to be much more proactive,” says Nasdaq’s Mr Kostyál. “This will 
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require more investment in investor relations and communications to make themselves 

visible.”

Jeremy Grime, an analyst at UK broker FinnCap, says the new rules would drive 

innovation — and collaboration — in the research space, although this would be a gradual 

process.

“Exchanges could start buying research providers,” he adds. “That’s probably how it 

develops.”
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